The Hungarian Unitarian Church and the UUPCC present:

2020 ROOTS PILGRIMAGE

July 13 - 20, 2020

A joint project of the Hungarian Unitarian Church and the UU Partner Church Council, the ROOTS pilgrimage provides a unique opportunity for both laity and clergy from Unitarian churches in Transylvania and North American UUs to explore our shared religious heritage along with our distinctive spiritual, cultural and theological beliefs, values and traditions.

Through presentations, panel discussions, small group conversations and shared spiritual practices, participants explore large spiritual themes. Travelers will engage with activities and discussions focusing on beliefs about birth/origin, development through relationships, finding fulfillment, and death/grief. Pilgrimage begins and ends in Cluj/Kolozsvár with visits to Verespatak/Rosia Montana gold mining area as well as Torda and other villages.

PILGRIMAGE COST
$999 + $250 non-refundable registration fee.
(Double occupancy required except for 2 nights in Kolozsvár for $80 single supplement)

Registration Deadline
March 17, 2020

Registration link: https://uupcc.z2systems.com/eventReg.jsp?event=618&

STATEMENT OF BELIEF:
The Hungarian Unitarian Church and the UUPCC believe that sharing our cultural, spiritual and theological understandings with one another enhances our lives and deepens the spiritual journeys of self and other. These values have guided the development of the Roots Pilgrimage.